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Abatmct
The isotopic compositions of galactic cosmic ray boron, carbon,
and nitrogen have been measured at energies near 300 MeV amu-1 , using
a balloon—borne instrument at an atmospheric depth of — 5 g cm-2. The
calibrations of the detectors comprising the instrument are described.
The saturation properties of the cesium iodide scintillators used for
measurement of particle energy are studied in the context of analyzing
the data for mass. The achieved rms mass resolution varies from
0.3 amu at boron to — 0.5 amu at nitrogen, consistent with a
theoretical analysis of the contributing factors. Corrected for detector
interactions and the effects of the residual atmosphere, the results are
1 °B/ B = 0.33 t$;11, 13C/C = 0.06 *j;S1, and 16N/N = 0 , 42 1 -R . A model of
galactic propagation and solar modulation is described. Assuming a
cosmic ray source composition of solar —like isotopic abundances, the
model predicts abundances near earth consistent with the
measurements.
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IChapter 1
Introduction
Within the last decade, increasing , emphasis in cosmic ray
astrophysics has been placed on the measurement of the isotopic
composition of nuclear' species with atomic number Z;; 3, for several
reasons (e.g. Stone 1973). Because the cosmic rays are extremely young
(_ 107
 yr) in comparison with that solar system and constitute the only
material from outside which is directly observable, it is of interest to
know whether the astrophysical conditions under which they were
synthesized is similar to that of solar system material. Measurements of
the cosmic ray elemental composition (e.g. Garcia—Munoz and Simpson
1979, Lezniak and Webber 1978), although experimentally more
tractable, do not always bear directly on the question of source
composition because of possible Z—dependent ealection effects (Casse'
and Goret 1978) on the acceleration of the particles subsequent to their
synthesis and injection into the interstellar medium. Also, because the
cosmic ray abundances observed near earth are contaminated by the
products of nuclear interactions suffered in the interstellar medium en
route to the solar system, and the cross sections for such interactions
are mass—dependent, only by measuring the isotopic composition can
one adequately deconvolve observed abundances into source abundances
and at the same time understand the nature of the galactic propagation
process. Finally, precise measurements of the cosmic ray age are
possible if radioactive nuclides with half—lives of the order of that age
(e.g. 1OBe, 25A1) can be resolved from the more abundant neighboring
isotopes.
2The elements boron, carbon, and nitrogen, and the isotopes of
each. have different histories regarding their mode of origin. Boron has
only a transient existence in :stars as it is extremely unstable at
temperatures required for the synthesis of elements heavier than
helium. That its abundance relative to carbon In the cosmic rays (as
well as that of lithium and beryllium) is orders of magnitude above the
solar system value, is evidence that cosmic rays trb verse several g cm-2
of interstellar matter before they are observed near earth. A
measurement of the quantity 1OB/B in the cosmic rays depends to
first—order only on the ratios of the relevant cross sections for
producing IOB and 11B from the spallation of heavier species, primarily
carbon and oxygen.
The most abundant isotope of carbon ( 12C), on the other hand, is
copiously produced in stars via helium burning. The rarer isotope 13C is
produced as one of the products of the CNO bi—cycle in hydrogen
burning. Its abundance, when the cycle is operating in equilibrium, is a
function of the temperature of the star. The solar system value of
WC/C N 0.011 contrasts somewhat with radio observations of molecular
clouds where !3C/C is a factor of — 1.5 higher (Pannier 1980). At
temperatures > 108
 °K one can expect a value as high as !3C/C ft 0.2,
which, in fact, has been observed in some carbon stars. It should be
noted, however, that using cosmic ray measurements of 13C/C to infer a
source abundance is difficult because a large portion of the observed 13C
is secondary (results from the spallation of N, 0, etc.).
The production in stars of the isotope 14N is also associated with
the CNO bi—cycle. In fact, if the cycle reaches equilibrium, essentially all
3of the seed C and 0 nuclei are converted into 14N. The isotope 15N is a1,4o
produced, but its abundance is predicted to be 15N/N ON 0 10"6,
approximately two orders of magnitude below whixt is observed in the
solar system. Larger amounts of 15N might be produced in explosive
CNO burning (Truran 1977). Like Carbon, inferring a source abundance
from cosmic ray measurements of 15N/N require-i reasonably precise
values of the cross sections to produce 14N and 11S N from abundant
heavier species (predominantly 160) so as to accurately account for the
secondary component of the observed flux.
Recent cosmic ray measurements of 1oB/B, 13C/C, and !6N/N can
be divided into two categories, essentially on the basis of energy. In tl-&e
first category are relatives,- loll energy (- 100 MeV amu -1 ) satellite
measurements (e.g. Garcia-Munoz: at al. 1977a, Guzig 1980, Wiedenbeck
el al. 1979). Although the satellite instruments typically have
reasonable-to-excellent mass resolution capabilities, the interpretation
of the measurements is complicated by the fact that the relevant cross
sections at the corresponding energies in interstellar space vary
considerably with energy, and measurements, of some of the more
important ones (e.g. 160+p -• 16N, 14N) do not exist. In the second category
are balloon measurements at energies of - 300-400 MeV amu" 1
(e.g. Hagen at al. 1977, Buffington at al. 1978, Webber and Kish 1979,
r Webber at al. 1979). Disagreements among the results of these
experiments, which are apparently statistically significant, suggest
instead that systematic effects in the measurements may not have been
properly accounted for. An advantage of the higher energy
measurements is that the cross sections vary less with energy, and that
4the use of semi-empirioal formulae (Silbarberg and Tsao 1973x, 1973b,
1977a, 1977b), which are based iu (cwt on high energy measurements
(Lindstrom at :* ;.1975) is likely to be more reliable.
We present in this thesis the results of new measurements, using a
balloon-borne detector array of position-sensitive proportional
counters and energy-sensitive cesium iodide (CsI) scintillators, of the
isotopic compositions of the elements boron, carbon, and nitrogen in the
cosmic rays, to Chapter 2 we describe the technique and the instrument
used in making the measurements, and discuss quantitatively the
calibrations of the detectors. We go on in Chapter 3 to show in detail the
steps involved in calculating masses, and in doing so deduce a
light-energy relationship for Col. The resulting mass distributions are
analyzed for fractional) abundances using a maximum-likelihood
technique. We present a detailed analysis of the factors which
contribute to the mass resolution and compare the calculation with the
performance of the instrument. In Chapter 4 we correct the
measurements for the contamination due to the residual atmosphere
above the detector. We then describe a model of galactic propagation
and solar modulation which allows one to predict abundances observed
at earth given a set of source abundances. Finally, we compare our
results and those of other recent measurements with the predictions of
the model.
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Iastramentation and Calibrations
2.1 The Instrument
The Caltech High Energy Isotope Spectrometer Telescope (HEIST)
is a balloon-borne cosmic ray detector array designed to measure
charge, mass, and energy of individual cosmic ray nuclei with nuclear
charge U 4. The instrument has been described in detail by Wiedenbeck
(1978). We review here the major features.
In Figure 2.1 we depict the basic technique employed by HEIST. A
cosmic ray nucleus of mass M [proton mass units (pmu);
1 pmu. 1.0073 amu], atomic number Z, and toeesl kinetic energy E
traverses a detector of thickness t at an angle I in which it loses an
energy AE, and stops in a subsequent detector where it loses its
remaining energy E' _ E-AE. Since the range R in a given material is a
function of energy, mass, and charge we have
R(E'+AE,M,Z) = t sec-d+ R(E',M,Z)	 (2.1).
To understand how R varies with E. M, and 7. , we consider the
energy loss per unit pathlength (Rossi 1952, Jackson 1975, Janni 1966)
dE= 0.307 MeV cm2 9-1 
ZmZ2
[ln( 
2m, I 72#2 )-P2-C- A ]	 (2.2)pdx
where
article velocity (fn units of the speed of light c),
Zm, Am = mean atomic number, weight of detector material,
p = density of material (g cm-3),
m,e2
 = electron rest mass, 0.511 MeV,
I = mean ionization potential of material,
C= correction for atomic shell structure,Q
2 = correction for density effect.
6Figure 2.1
The AE—E' technique of isotope identification. As the particle enters the
AE—detector it has a total kinetic energy E. As it enters the E'—detector
it has an energy E. Since the pathlength in the AE — detector is t seci9, we
have R(E'+AE,M,Z) = R(E',M,Z) + t secO, from which we can extract M.
,
DE
dectector
E'
detector
(MIZ)
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8Since velocity P depends only on the kinetic energy per emit mass E/M,
we thus have for a given materialda : Z 2S (^ ), where S(c) is the spereific
ionization of a proton of kinetic energy e. The range is
R(E,M,Z) , /'E dE = M^ e 1 = ^^ R^(E )	 (2.3)
o dE/dx	 o	 Z2S(c) Z2	 M
where VON f ode S(c) is the range of a proton of kinetic energy r.
Although the M scaling of range begins to break down for #9< 2Z
Z2	 137
corresponding to M < 4 MeV amu-1 for Z =6, it is valid for energies and
charges of interest in this experiment.
For illustrative purposes we use a power law approximation
Rp(c) = kca (accurate to t 15 '0 for 1 < c < 1000 MeV; depending on the
material, a is typically 1.7) so that R(E,M,Z) = 
Z2 (M)
a
, 	 With this
approximation, Equation 2.1 can be solved for M explicitly:
k Ea—E'a	 9
Z2 t sec-0
Thus knowledge of Z and t together with measurements of DE, E'=E—DE,
wid -6 suffice to determine M. We defer a more detailed discussion of the
technique to Chapter 3.
Our instrument consists of two major components (Figure 2.2).
First is a hodoscope consisting of eight multiwire proportional counters
(MWPC's) X1—X4 and Y1—Y4 for measurement of particle trajectory.
Anode wire spacing is 4mm, cathode wire spacing is 2mm. A mixture of
70% Ar and 30% CO 2 at a pressure of 1 atmosphere is used for counter
gas. Readout of individual counters is by means of an electromagnetic
delay line (-14 nsec mm-1 delay) to which the cathode wires are
9V
Figure 2.2
Elements of the-HEIST detector (from Wiedeubeck 1976).
a) Cross sectional view of the instrument. The cross section is taken
along a diagonal of the propor tional counter hodoscope. The light pipes
and attached photomultipliers lie oft of this plane and are shown
projected onto it.
b) View from above.
c) View taken through section A—A indicated in b). Note that this view is
at 45° to that shown in a). Each of the detectors DO through D7 has
discriminators corresponding to whether the output from PMT dynode 3
(H for high level) or dynode "r (L for low level) is used. DO and DI each
have in addition a "medium level" discriminator (M). The stopping
equation has been designed to eliminate Z;9 2 particles when possible but
to accept nuclei with Z^; 4.
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Coincidence equations:
Stopping = (XI +X2) - (YI +Y2) • (X3+X4) - (Y3+Y4)
[(DOL • DIL+DOL • D2L+01 L • D2L) -(D4L+05L)+DOM • DI M I . D8M . A
Penetrating = (XI+X2)-(YI+Y2)•(X3+X4).(Y3+Y4)
(DOL•DIL+DOL•D2L+DIL.D2L)•(D4L+D5L)-08M
where L = low level, M = medium level
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capacitively coupled. Each coordinate is divided into three sectors of
178 mm width, Comparisons of the signal amplitudes among sectors
determice the gross position of a particle, while timing of delay line
pulses determines the position of a particle within a sector (fast
electronics capable of 1 nsec resolution are used for delay line timing).
The active area of each MWPC is — 50 cm x 50 cm.
For measurement of particle energy we use a stack of eight
cylindrical CsI(TI) scintillation crystals, DO through D7, each nominally
11 inches (27.8 cm) in diameter, ranging in thickness from 3 mm to
17 mm. Each crystal is sandwiched between two Fheets of 3.3 mg cm-2
millipore to minimize absorption of scintillation light at the crystal
faces. Scintillators are optically separated from each other by 6.4µm
aluminized Mylar. One—half of the circumferential edge of each of the
crystals is optically coupled to a Lucite light pipe, by which scintillation
light from the crystal is transported to its own 5" photomultiplier tube
(PMT). Associated with each PMT are analog and digital circuits for pulse
height analysis of PMT output. To maxia;ize the dynamic range the
outputs from both the third ("high level" or 'low gain's and seventh ('low
level" or 'high gain") dynodes of each PMT are amplified and shaped
independently, and discriminators direct one of these signals to an
analog — to — digital converter for readout. D8, a ninth CsI crystal used to
tag particles which penetrate D7, has only discriminators (is not pulse
height analyzed). Finally, two NE 102 plastic scintillatoos are mounted
below the CsI stack and used in an anticoincidence mode to tag wide
angle penetrating events which enter and leave the CsI before
encountering D8.
14
The instrument is designed to operate in either of two modes
called ''stopping" and 'penetrating`. The detailed coincidence equations
are given in Figure 2.2e. Stopping events are simply those for which the
particle stops somewhere between the top of D1 and the bottom of n7,
and are suitable for our ,&E—E' mass analysis technique described above.
We confine ourselves 3.n this thesis to mass analysis of particles which
stop in D7 (Chapter 3). Penetrating events are those for which the
particle penetrates beyond the bottom of D7. Because we cannot
analyze these events for mass, they are accumulated in flight pith a
lower priority than stopping events and are useful mainly for in—flight
calibrations. Both stopping and penetrating events require that the
particle trigger a sufficient number of MWPC's to adequately deduce
particle trajectory.
The payload was launched from Yorkton, Saskatchewan, Canada at
0303 CST on 30 August 1978. The magnetic rigidity cutoff at this
location is — 700 MV,/c, corresponding to r — 65 MeV pmu -1 . Frior to
Sight, the electronics associated with MWPC X2 felled and were turned
off. Approximately twenty hours of data were taken at an atmospheric
depth of 4-6 g cm-2. The Sight was terminated at 0710 CST on
31 August and the payload recovered approximately 400 km west of
Yorkton.
2.2 Calibrations
Both pre—Sight and in—Bight calibrations were carried out for the
HEIST instrument. Most prominent in the pre—Sight category was a run
at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory heavy ion facility (Bevalac), from
15
which data were collected for the construction of two —dimensional light
collection efficiency maps for DO through D7. Also included in the
pre —Bight category were detailed electronic calibrations of the pulse
height analyzers (PHA's) used to convert PMT signals to digital form.
In—flight calibrations have included cross —calibrations of the MWPC's,
residual light collection maps, PMT temperature — dependent nonlinearity
corrections, and inter —detector normalizations.
2.2.1 MWPC Calibrations
The difference in arrival times of the delay line pulses, dT, is
linearly related to the position x: x = a +P. The parameters a and
vary from counter to counter and from sector to sector within a counter
(pre —flight diagnostic tests indicated, for example, that a, whose
nominal value is 14 nsec mm-1 , could vary by as much as 10% among the
various counters). For a given MWPC our parametrization of response is
6T-T-
	
— r	 for the left sector
CA_
a^To
x(dT) =	 for the center sector
a0
	
6T—T+ 
+r	 for the right sector,
a+
where T_(+) = response of MWPC corresponding to the left (right) edge of
the CsI stack, givan a beam of normally incident particles; r = radius of
CsI stack; To = response of MWPC to particle at center of MWPC; and
a_, ao, a+ = delay of left, center, right sector, respectively. The
quantities T_ and T+ were determined for each MWPC from a Hevalac run
62.2.3) of normally incident "Ar nuclei. The first—order estimate of the
other parameters is a_ = ao = a+ = 14 nsec mm-1 arnd 
-ro = 0, for all
ti
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MXPC's.
We have used this first—order estimate of MWPC response to
determine, for each event, a particle trajectory x, : m z + b=,
4
y s my z + br, by minimizing the quantities Xz s	 (xi — m=z, j — bx)2, andg o i=f
4
Xy : (y^ — m — br) s, where z,^(yKn z —coordinate of MWPC X(Y)i. We
i:l
show in Figure 2.3a the distribution of the minimized Xr for the flight
data. The long tail for X>> ?mm is due to a contamination of the
trajectory data by knock — on electrons, produced most likely in the
4.49 g cm"z aluminum shell which encloses the experiment, which
confuse a delay line with more than one pulse. This background is
discussed in detail in Appendix A. The peak at XyFw 2.7 mm indicates that
the resolution for an individual uncontaminated y —measurement is
ar Pd 2 . 7mm (Hevington 1969). By adjusting the a s and -r_,o,+'s
individually for each sector of each MWPC within the constraints imposed
by counter fabrication (typical adjustments were a few percent, all were
< 5%) we have improved this distribution to that shown in Figure 2.3b, so
that a r P4 1 mm. Shown in Figure 2.3c is the distribution of the
minimized Xs, after adjustment of the parameters, for the x —trajectory
measurement (the shape of the y,x distribution differs from that of XY
because we use only three measurements X1,3,4 in determining the
x —trajectory). The quantities Xz and XT will be used later to reject events
for which our determination of trajectory is inadequate for mass
resolution.
17
Figure 2.3
MWPC resolution.
a) x, distribution, first—order parametrization of MWPC response.
b) X. distribution, optimized parametrization,.
c) X: distribution, optimized parametrization.
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2.2.2 PHA Calibrations
Prior to flight, electronic calibrations were ; •lace for the pulse
height analyzers which are designed to logarithmically compress the PMT
output. Diagnostic tests indicated a non —negligible temperature
coefficient to PHA response, so calibrations were made at several
temperatures and each PHA was assigned its own thermistor for
recording of temperature in flight. Figure 2.4 shows typical variation in
PHA output with respect to temperature given a fixed input voltage. A
number of runs at different input voltages and temperatures provides us
with a two—dimensional table of PHA response. For each event, we have
used linear interpolation in temperature and raw pulse height to convert
PHA output for DO—D7 to a form which is proportional to the log of the
PHA input, independent of temperature.
2.2.3 Spatial Variations in Scintillator Response
HEIST was taken to the Bevalac in February 1977. A defocused
monoenergetic 900MeVamu-1 penetrating 4()Ar beam illuminated the
instrument, allowing the construction of two—dimensional light
collection efficiency maps for DO through D7. Based on the trajectory
information supplied by the MWPC hodoscope, events were assigned to
5 mm x 5 mm bins in x and y position at each scintillator. For each bin
the mean of the pulse height distribution was calculated, and compared
with the average pulse height over the entire crystal. The maps were
then smoothed by performing a moving average over 25 mm x 25 mm
areas to decrease the statistical error in the mean to 0.1-0.2%. We show
in Figure 2.5 the percentage deviation from average signal size as a
21
EFI
Figure 2.4
Output of the D6 PHA vs. temperature for a fixed input signal
(0.251333 volts). A 1 channel change in 'Pulse Height" corresponds
approximately to a 0.128% change in input voltage. The figure indicates
a temperature —dependent response of — —0.15 0% °C.
i
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function of position on the crystal face for D6. As expected, light
collection is most efficient near the edge of the crystal to which the light
pipe is attached. If r(x ,y) is the response at position (x,y), then the
fractional rms variation in response over the face of the crystal is
I
A f dx dy [ r ^o —1]x ] 2 where row A fdx dy r(x,y) and An crystal area.
1
The mean fractional gradient is A f dx dy r(x ,y) [( Ir ) 2 + ( Ir )2] 2. Bothay
of these quantities are tabulated for PO —D7 in Table 2.1. Typical
gradients are 0 . 1-0.2% n ,.m-1 for the thick scintillators and
0.2-0.3% mm-1 for the thin ones.
A portion of this spatial variation in detector response is due to
thickness variations over the face of the crystal and not to light;
collection_ variations. This rms variation (Table 2.1), however, is small
compared to light collection variation, although it could in principle be
deduced independently. While it is true that thickness variations ought
tc be handled differently from variations in light collection efficiency
(the former should not be treated as a correction on measured
scintillation light, but rather as an adjustment in thickness t in, e.g.,
Equation 2.4), the error we make in lumping the two together is small
(see § 3.5).
Because the Bevalac calibration took place 1.5 years prior to the
Yorkton flight, it might be expected that the response map measured
there would be inadequate for application to flight data. Unlike the
Bevalac calibration, however, there is of course no subset of flight data
which consists of a particular nuclear species at a fixed energy and
incident angle. The first step in using flight data for calibration
24
Figure 2.5
Hevalac light collection efficiency map for D6. Numbers represent the
percentage deviation from the nominal response of the detector to
relativistic 4OAr nuclei. Units are 2% (i.e. a "C" means between 0 and 2%
deviation, a "!"between 2 and 4%, etc.). The light pipe is attached to the
crystal in the —x. +y quadrant.
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purposes isolates a subset of that data consisting of a single charge (by
methods described in Chapter 3). The data set consists of either
particles which stop In a particular detector Dm, or penetrate all
detectors DO—D7. In the former case, signal Dm (denotes the
PHA —calibrated output of detector Dm, corrected for spatial variation in
response as measured at the Hevalac, equal to the log of the light output
Lm) is a good measure of particle energy. In the latter case we have no
measurement of the particle's total energy, only its energy loss in
D0,D1 .... D7. One can take Equation 2.1 with the scaling in Equation 2.3
to define the energy loss AE for a given M and Z in a particular detector
as a function of the incident energy E. Differentiation gives
S(E)8 EE )y,Z,tM@Cd 1 —	 E [recall that S(e) is the specific ionization of aS(M)
proton of energy c]. Thus QE is a measure of particle energy only to the
extent that S(E'/M) is different from S(E/M). For penetrating events
detector D7 best satisfies this criterion since, as the thickest detector, it
gives the largest AE _ E—E'. Hence for penetrating calibration data sets
we take signal Dy to be the best available measurement of particle
energy.
Given some calibration data set, then, we can remove variations in
signal DA correlated with energy and angle by fitting a function
f,,(sec-9,D,,,) which predicts, for a given sec19 and D,,,, the 'hominal
response" of detector Dn. We have used the form
4 4
f,(seciY,D.) a	 ail (sec t9) i' 1 D J
 i
i=il=i
the coefficients all are determined by minimizing the quantity
N
C28
E [DA — fA(sec d Dm)]2 (the sum is over all events of the selected data
aunts
set). Once we have determined the functions fn, we can scatter plot
Dn—fn(see ,d,Dn) versus quantities such as position and temperature to
look for correlations.
As a specific example we show in Figure 2,6 a scatter plot of the
deviation of signal D 1 from nominal response, D 1 —f 1 (sec ,6,D4), for
a—particles which stop in detector D4, versus the x' coordinate at
detector D1. (The x'—y' axes are rotated 45° from the x—y axes; they
correspond to the light collection symmetry axes of the saintillators.
See Figure 2.2b.) The data have been corrected for light collection
variation as measured at the Hevalac, yet a considerable spatial
variation remains. This residual light collection variation is due most
likely to a degradation in the surface polish of the scintillators over the
— 1.5 years between the Hevalac calibration and flight.
To remove such an effect for a given detector Dn, we fit another
function
4 4
an(x '^y^) = E F; bf) (x^)^!1(y')j—i
1=11=1
whose coefficients bq are determined by minimizing the quantity
F, [DA — f,,(sec 19,DA,) _ dn (x',y')]z, where fn has already been determined.
events
The quantity e --d'1z 'rl is then the multiplicative correction factor which,
when applied to Ln = eDI for an event at (x',y') on detector Dn, will remove
the residual spatial dependence of output LA.
We have used this technique to look for residual spatial variations
in the response of detectors DO—D6. For D4 —D6 we have used
29
FiCuce 2.6
Deviation from nominal response of detector D1 vs. z' for a—particles
stopping in detector N. The D4 light pipe is in the +a' direction. Since
"D i " is a logarithmic measure of the output of D1, full scale on the
ordinate corresponds to a factor of e Q.e PU 1.5.
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penetrating oxygen data for the calibration (n=4,5,6; m=7) under the
assumption that the residual variation in D7 is negligible (the
consequences of this assumption are discussed in 13.5). Fa s DO —D3 we
have used a— particles stopping in detector D4 (n=O,1,2,3; m=4), having
corrected D 4 for residual variation with the oxygen data set. We list
under "residual" in Table 2.1 the fract=oval rms variation su in residual
response for DO—D6, where sn = A f dx' dy' [ r' r,	 --	 122 with
a
r'(x',y')= e4' ('e 'y) , and r'o = Af dx' dy'r'(x',y'). Also tabulated are the
I
mean residual gradients Af dx' dy' r , (X ,y , ) [( dX , ) + (ay, )2] 2 . Finally,
these same quantities corresponding to the superposition of the 8evalac
and residual response maps are tabulated under the column in Table 2.1
labeled 'Total". Table 2.1 thus summarizes the spatial nonuniformity
characteristics of our scintillators.
The precision with which we can make the residual correction
depends on the Statistical accuracy in the determination of the
coefficients bll for a particular da. That is, the quantity F, [ Da — fn — dQ ]2
is not precisely zero, because other effects (for example, Landau
fluctuations; see §3.5) cause scatter in signal Dn. Although the exact
value varies with (x',y'), typically the correction is known to t sn ( N2 ) 2 t
where N is the number of events used in determining dn. This value
ranges from 0.2-0.3% for DO—D6.
t
32.2.4 Temperature—Depeudc;-A PMT Output
Thera arx two effects which can cause PMT output to change with
respect to temperature given a Axed amount of energy deposited in the
associated scintillator. One is the temperature dependence of the
scintillation efficiency of CsI which is approximately —0.4X/°C (Birks
1964). The other is the temperature —dependent gain of a PMT which is
expected to be of the same order (Wiedenbeck 1976). PMT temperatures
were monitored in Sight and ranged from 30 to 40 °C. The CsI
temperature was not measured directly, but nearby measurements
indicate that its total variation In temperature was similar to that of the
PMT's. Based on carbon stopping in D7 we have derived temperature
coefficients for DO through D6 (Table 2.2), typically --19/°C, under the
assumption that the temperature coefficient for D7 is the average of
those for DO—D6 (an iterative approach is thus required). The technique
was identical to that used in determining the residual spatial variations
in scintillator response, with temperature replacing position as the
independetAt, variable. The variances of the fits and number of events
used in the calibration have limited the precision with which we can
correct PMT output for temperature variations to t 0.4%.
2.2.5 Inter—Detector :Normalization
Because we add signals from different detectors together for
analysis of mass (e.g. as in Equation 2.4 where we add the separate
measurements E' and AE to get E), it is necessary that the detectors be
normalized among themselves. We show in Figure 2.7 a histogram of
signal D 5, normalized to vertical incidence, for penetrating particles.
4
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Table L.3 PW Temperature Coef icienta and Detector Normalizations
Detector
	 Temperature Coefficient Normaitzatior. (= 0.01)
DO -0.56,7vac 1.53
D 1 -1.23 0.91
D2 -0.76 0.75
D3 -0.65 1.03
D4 -1.05 0.93
D5 -1.18 1.16
D6 -0.94 0.97
D7 -0.91 1.26
34
Figure 2.7
Penetrating distribution of signal D 5 = In L3 (the units of L are defined in
the text). The cutoff at D5a 2.7 corresponds to the selection for this plot
that the high level discriminator not fire.
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[DA = In LA; the units of L, which we call 'harmalized light units" or nlu,
are such that 1 nlu corresponds to a charge signal at PMT dynode 7 of
nominal magnitude 11 pC (1 pCX 10 -12 Coulomb)], The peaks correspond
to boron, carbon, and oxygen (nitrogen, about one—quarter as abundant
as carbon, is not resolved). The major contribution to the width of the
peaks is the variation in particle energy at the top of D0. The most likely
pulse height for a given charge, however, corresponds to minimum
ionizing (the minimum dE/dx in Equation 2.2 which occurs at fl ;Z3 0.95
or E/M cm 2 GeV amu -1 ) and is therefore proportional to detector
thickness. The unnormalized P.MT output of detector Dn due to a
minimums, ionizing, particle of a given charge which creates an amount of
light per unit distance 1 is qn = gn En to 1, where &= gain of PM'fn,
En = fraction of light created which is transported to the PMT face and
converted to photoelectrons, and to = thickness of detector Da. The
normalization constants cn are chosen so that cnqn is the same for all
gn sn to
detectors; they are tabulated in Table 2.2. For those detectors for which
we have three independent determinations of c n corresponding to the
boron, carbon, and oxygen peaks, the c n's agree to better than t 0.01.
Given our method of determining the absolute light to energy
relationship (§3.3), this error contributes to errors in mass only in
second order, and is therefore negligibly small.
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Chapter 3
Mass Analysis and Resolution
Up to this point we have been concerned primarily with the various
corrections which must be made to the raw data to put it in a form
suitable for analyzing masses. In this chapter we deal with a more
fundamental problem, namely the relationship between the amount of
energy deposited in CsI and the corresponding scintillation light, and the
dependence of that relationship on particle properties such as charge,
mass, velocity, and specific ionization. Having solved this problem we will
be able to deduce the isotopic compositions of boron, carbon, and
nitrogen as measured by our instrument at 5 g cm' 2 atmospheric depth.
Finally we discuss those factors which contribute to the mass resolution,
and compare the expected mass resolution with the performance of the
instrument.
3.1 Theory
We begin by considering in more detail the AE—E' technique on
which our experiment is based. If R(E,M,Z) is the range in CsI of a
particle of total kinetic energy E, mass M. and nuclear charge Z, then
after traversing a thickness t at angle 15 in which the particle loses an
energy DE, the residual range is R(E,M,Z), where E'= E —DE (Figure 2.' I.
The range—energy function of a heavy ion is related to that of a proton
(Equation 2.3) by R(E,M,Z) 
= Z Rp( M ). We thus have
RP( 
dE + E' ) 
_ RP( 
E') = Z2 t sec 19
M	 M	 M
(3.1).
We show in Figure 3.1 this theoretical relationship between AE and
S.
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E' for various particles which stop in D7 of our instrument. We have
taken t =12 mm (the thickness of D6), and used the tabulation by Janni
(1966) of the range —energy function for protons in Cal. AE in
Equation 3.1 corresponds to the energy lost in D6, and E' corresponds to
the remaining energy lost in D7, We have assunied ,6=0° (solid lines) and
have plotted one 'track" with -6=30° (dashed line) to show the angular
dependence. Because of the ZZ scaling of dEfdx (Equation 2.2) we see
from this figure that the separation between tracks of adjacent elements
is much greater than that between isotopes of a single element. One can
calculate from Equation 2.4, which is based on the power law
approximation R p (e) =kc", that
BAE
	 _ a-1 Z 2A E)aM )E''z	 a+ 1 M OZ `E', y
With a a 1.66 for Csl (Wiedenbeck 1978) and M = 2Z this yields
OAE )E'.z = 0.12 aaz )v.v.
An exact calculation shows that the separation in AE between 12C and 13C
at E= 1 GeV is 6.4% of the separation between 1oB and "N at the same E',
Thus a change in one mass unit is equivalent to a change of 0.128 charge
units.
3.2 Charge Identification
We now describe the means by which we can identify in our data
the charge of each particle which stops in D7. Figure 3.2a is a scatter
plot of 4 vs. I.y for particles stopping in D7. We select particles that stop
in D7 by requiring that neither D8 nor the anticoincidence detector be
triggered, as well as requiring that the D7 pulse height trigger the high
level discriminator. No corrections have been made to the data beyond
f'
C
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F
Figure 3.1
AE = Ea vs. E'= E7 for boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen isotopes
stopping in detector D7 with an incident angle 0 1 (solid lines). Also
shown is the "track" for 12C at an incident angle of 30° (dashed line),
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Figure 3.2
1.6 vs. 1-7 for particles stopping in detector D7.
a) Raw data (except for PHA calibrations, and inter—detector
normalizations).
b) Light collection maps, PMT gain shifts, sec d correction.
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the inter—detector normalizations and PHA calibrations discussed in
Chapter 2. Even at this stage one can see poorly resolved baron, carbon,
and oxygen element tracks. The data in Figure 3.2b have been corrected
according to the Bevalac and residual light collection maps on the basis
of their trajectories, and corrected for PMT gain changes on the basis of
the appropriate PMT temperatures. In addition; a first order pathlength
correction has been made to La by normalizing it to vertical incidence,
that is, dividing La by sec A This correction ignores higher order effects
due to the fact that the particle is slowing down as it traverses D6 so
that its specific ionization is increasing. It is, however, sufficient for
charge resolution. One can see in Figure 3.2b clear element tracks
corresponding to boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
We have assigned a charge to each event in Figure 3.2b by
empirically determining a family of curves which parametrize the
tracks:
1nZ = A In 
sec
AL 
 
+B 1nL'+C ,
where A, B, and C are independent of Z. The form is suggested by
Equation 2.4 with M = 2Z and AE« E'. In addition to assigning a charge
to each event based on its location in the IJa —L ? plane, we can plot
sec 19
sec 19 
vs. Le + 1q, se
	
Lv . L4 + Le + 7 , and so on (we have not included L5
because for nitrogen and oxygen the signal out of D5 is between gain
ranges of its PHA). For each of these plots we have also empirically
determined a family of curves which parametrize the tracks, so that we
have six independent charge assignments Z 1 , 5* i=0,1,...6, for each event.
We are thus able to eliminate events which undergo a charge—changing
r	T_
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nuclear interaction in the CsI. In Figure 3.3 we show the quantity =-Zara
plotted against Zan, where Z,,,= EwiZj and XI's Ewj(Z t —Z are)Q (the
weights wi
 are determined from the variLnces of the fits to the tracks,
and have been normalized so that Ewj =1). There Is a clear depletion of
non—integral Zara events as well as a general improvement in charge
resolution for small XZ . That the means of the four charge groups do
Zara
not all occur at exactly integral values of Zara is due to the
approximations inherent in the choice of the form used for the
functional dependence of Z on AL and L' (in particular the
approximation that A, H, and C are independent of Z).
We show in Figure 3.4a the subset of events in Figure 3.2b for
which 4.5< Za„a< 8.5 and XZ < 3.5%, together with the nominal tracks for
Zave
Z=5,6,7,8.  Figures 3.4b —f consist of the same events as in Figure 3.4a,
and show	
s	
vs. F 11, for i=0.1,...4.	 Charge histograms
Sop
corresponding to Figures 3.2a, 3.2b, and 3.4a are shown in
Figures 3.5a—c. Based on the total inelastic cross section for particles in
CsI we expect that 20-25% of the events with 5;5 Z;9 8 will undergo a
charge—changing nuclear interaction in the CsI before stopping in D7.
This is consistent with the attenuation in events from Figure 3.5b to
Figure 3.5c.
From Figure 3.5c we also see that the typical charge resolution is
o Z r, 0.17 charge units. From our earlier discussion this is equivalent to
a mass resolution of only 1.3 mass units. Although we have
45
-`1
Figure 3.3
Z
Xx vs Z., The boxed regions define a selection criterion for mass
QVC
analysis (§3.4, Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.4
k vs. E Lj for 4.5< Za,< 8.5 and XZ < 3.5 . Also plotted are thesec ,O 	 5,* j > i	 Zave
nominal integral charge tracks. All L's are in nlu.
a) i=6.
b) i=4.
c) i=3.
d) i=2.
e)i=1.
f) i=0.
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Fig%" 3.5
Charge histograms (Zs) for particles stopping in detector D7.
a) PHA calibrations and inter —detector normalizations only; corresponds
to Figure 3.2a.
b) Corrections for spatial variations in detector response and PMT
temperature, in addition to above. A first —order correction for
pathlength has been made by dividing 4 by sec-0; corresponds to
Figure 3.2b.
c) Same as b), except require that 4.5 < Zap,,, < 8.5, and Xz < 3.5 0. The
Zave
attenuation in the "peaks" (defined to be the four charge bins for a given
element with the most counts), from b) to c) is 26t 2%; for the "valleys" it
is 45t 3%; the total attenuation is 31 = 2%.
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demonstrated that we can identify the charge of each particle on an
event--by—event basis, our analysis must be more sophisticated if we
hope to resolve isotopes of a single element. We note here that we have
not at this point made any selection of events on the basis of the quality
of trajectory data because our seci9 correction is sufficiently naive that
to do so would not improve the charge resolution significantly.
3.3 Scintillator Saturation
The ideal situation would be one in which our detectors were
perfectly linear, that is, the scintillation light would be directly
proportional to the energy deposited. Then a single constant would
suffice to correct our measured signal to an energy, and we could simply
use Equation 3.1 to calculate the mass for each event. The well known
phenomenon of scintillator saturation (Birks 1964) means, of course,
that this is not the case. From Figure 3.1 one can calculate that, at
Ell I GeV, AE for oxygen is a factor of 2.8 greater than that for boron.
On the other hand, in Figure 3.4a at 1,7 = 30 nlu, Le for oxygen is only a
factor of 2.2 above that for boron. This is already a first order
measurement of heavy ion saturation in CsI.
To deduce the light—energy relationship for CsI we do not assume
that such a relationship is necessarily the same for different elements
because a particle with a given charge and total kinetic energy has a
'Bragg curve" (dE/da y vs. penetration depth) very different from that of a
particle with the same energy but a different charge, and we expect that
the differential scintillation efficiency dL/dE will depend mainly on
dE/dx. We thus conilne ourselves to a single element at a time, and use
54
the carbon data to illustrate our procedure. Since we expect that
carbon will consist primarily of 12C we assign to each event with Z °°=6 a
mass M =12 amu. Our goal is some functional relationship L = a(L),
where L (in'blu'; see §2.2.5) is the total light out of a scintillator in which
a particle of total kinetic energy E (in MeV) deposits, all of its energy.
Our zeroth order (false) assumption is that a(L) = constant = ao (perfect
linearity). Then Equation 3.1 becomes
a L'	 2RP[ ao (AL + L')) ^ _ RP[ o
 ^ = Z t^ec ^9 (3.2).
Having set M = 12 amu, all quantities in Equation 3.2 are known except
ao. For each event, then, we calculate the value of ao required to satisfy
the equation. We then scatter plot ao vs. L' and OL+L' (Figure 3.6a) and
see that our assumption of constant a is false (as expected). However,
we can use the scatter plat to define a function 6a(L 1 ,L2) = Y(L 1 ) — a(L2)
by fitting a straight line a to the ao vs. L' portion of the plot. The
function dcc tells us how different E f L is for L 1 = L' + OL and 1,2=L'.
For our next iteration we no longer assume, then, that a is
constant, and Equation 3.2 becomes
rpj a L' + da(AL+L',L')] (AL +L') 	 RP[ a L' L'] = Z2tsecl9M	 M	 M
Again, every quantity in Equation 3.3 is known for each event (we derived
da from our first iteration) except a, so we again calculate a event by
event and scatter plot this vs. L', We continue iterating in this fashion
until the da function we put in is consistent with the a function we get
out, in which case a(L) is E jL for 12C. In Figure 3.6b we show a scatter
plot of a(L) and a(AL+L') vs. L' and AL+L' as deduced from the last
iteration. In addition we show the straight line fit 3 -(L)  deduced from the
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Figure 3.6
Determination of a(L) 
= L for carbon. Crosses correspond to L' = L7,
circles to AID+L' = L5+1-t+L7.
a)First iteration (assumes a = constant).
b)Convergence.
The selection criteria are 5.7 < Z a,< 6.3, sec J < 1.2, and X= ,J < 5 mm.
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previous iteration from which came da used in the last iteration. The
agreement is good, indicating that the procedure has converged.
For boron and nitrogen the procedure for determining the E/L
function is identical, except that, since these elements are expected to
consist of substantial quantities of more than one isotope, we assign to
each event of the given element the same average mass arbitrarily.
Since we expect boron to consist of 1QA and 11 13, we assign 10.5 amu to
each event with Z = 5. Similarly, nitrogen consists of 14N and 15 1N, so we
assign 14.5 amu to each event with Z = :rill take into account this
arbitrary assignment of average mas,. -i^ f!d in determing the E/L
function by letting the offset of the mase scale be a free parameter later
on. We show in Figures 3.7a,b the convergence of the iterations for these
elements.
We have found that there is a small but non-negligible dependence
of a on angle A and have taken this into consideration by adding another
term to the form used for a. Specifically, we have used the form
a(L,i9) = A L + H +C see-6, and find that C > 0. As sec -P varies from 1 to 1.2,
a varies by typically 3%. Several candidates have been identified which
might explain this dependence, including i) systematic overestimate of
the nsec mm-1 delay in the MWPC delay lines (§2.2.1), ii) thin dead layer
in the DE-detector, iii) errorE in inter-detector normalizations (§2.2.5),
and iv) systematic error due to the assumption that L is related linearly
to L (see below), none of which is in itself sufficient to explain the effect,
although all have the right sign.
In Figure 3.8 we show the relationship between dL/dE as deduced
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Figure 3.7
Determination of a(L) = L for a) boron and b) nitrogen. For both
elements, L' (crosses) = Iq. Circles correspond to OL+L'. For boron,
AL = L5 + Le, for nitrogen, OL = L.3 . For boron we require 4.8< Z a,e< 5.4, for
nitrogen 6.8 < Zare < 7.4. For both elements only events with sec 19 < 1.2
and X=,.r < 5 = are used.
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from our E/L functions and the specific ionization dE/dx for baron,
carbon, and nitrogen, using
dL s ( dE ).. ^ 	1	 1dE dL	 d (L E ) 2AL+H+Csec-0
dL L
The curves have been normalized to dL/dE for minimum ionizing carbon
(Figure 2,7). Given that the size of the error bars (which depend on the
statistical errors in A. H, and C) are greater than or of the order of the
separation between charges, our data are consistent with dL/dE
depending only on dE/dx, independent of charge and detailed structure
of the distribution in energy transfer to electrons in the ionization
energy loss process.
The abapes of the curves in Figure 3.8 are a consequence of the
assumption that L is related linearly to L, and should not be interpreted
too literally [other investigations (see Hirks 1984 for a summary) suggest
that dL might be linear in In dE J. To estimate the magnitude of the
error we make in mass due to this assumption we htcve performed an
analytical calculation which assumes i) dE = a+ b In dl (specifically, a
straight line on Figure 3.8 which connects the endpoints of the carbon
curve) and ii) the power law approximation Rp (e)=ke`. With these
assumptions, we calculate AL and L' pairs, for a given nuclide, as a
function of the range R7 in D7. These pairs are then analyzed, just as
was the flight data, to derive a straight—line L vs. L relationship
(because of assumption i),L vs. L is in fact nonlinear]. We then use the
derived linear relationship to convert the L's into E's, and finally
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Figure 3.8
Differential scintillation efficiency dL/dE vs. specific ionization dE/°': .K for
boron, carbon, and nitrogen. The dL/dE dxis has been normalized to
minimum ionizing carbon (Figure 2.7), where dE/dx = 20.3 MeV mm - .
;10 	 50	 luu	 Luu Z)vv
1.0
0.9
0.8
dL
0.7
QE
0.;,
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calculate masses using Equation 2.4. We find that the resulting rms
variation in mass, for 2 mm ;i R 7 ;i 17 mm and 1;i secJfi 1.2, is 0.05 amu
for SOB , 0.07 amu for 12C, and 0.11 amu for l4N.
Given an E/L function for an element, how might we expect it to
differ for different isotopes of that element? A reasonable assumption is
that dL/dE depends only on dE/dx, since two particles with the same
charge and specific ionization (and therefore the same velocity) give rise
to identical electron energy transfer spectra. Since the velocity is
equivalent to kinetic energy per unit mass, we have
dLaE (E,M,Z) = fz( E ),
so that
L(E,M,Z) = f dE dL = M f do fz(E)
0	 dE	 0
upon change of variable c =E/M. For another isotope of glass M' we have
E,/Y'
L(E,Mi',Z) = M' f	 de fz(e), so that
0
L(E,AM',Z) = M, L (E 'M ,i9,M , Z)	 (3.4)MI
where we now explicitly include the 19 — dependence discussed earlier.
Thus once we have our E/L function for the average mass of an element
we can use Equation 3.4 to tell us what it is for particular isotopes.
3.4 Mass Analysis
We can now calculate masses on an event by ev^,r s basis. The
procedure is to calculate M such
[ E L,13,M,Z j — R,[ E L','O,,M,Z J = Z2 t sec,9
M	 M	 M
[we use E(L,19,M,Z) here to denote the total kinetic energy E of a particle
of mass M and charge Z at incident angle 13 which creates a total amount
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of light L as it comes to rest in a scintillator], using our E/L function and
the scaling implied by Equation 3.4 to cale ,, ' , E(L,iâ,M,Z) given a
measured L and A The problem with this approach is that it uses
unphysical nonintegral masses in the conversion from light to energy.
Of course we have no a priori knowledge of the mass to tell us which is
the correct M to use in the conversion. Sines our ultimate goal is to
obtain relative abundances of the various is, apes, we can incorporate
this lack of knowledge directly into our maximum likelihood analysis of
the mass distribution, which we now describe.
Suppose a given element consists of two isotopes, fraction f l of
mass m 1 and fraction 1 — f 1 of sass m2. We assume our resolution
function for a single isotope is a gaussian with variance v 2, For each
event we calculate, according to Equation 3.5, two masses, M 1 assuming
ml in the L to E conversion and M2 assuming m2 in the L to E conversion.
T ie probability that a mass distribution characterized by a 2 and fl
results in the measurement M 1 and M2 is then
P(M 1 ,M2) _ 1 [fl exp [— (M 20 1)2 ^ + (1—f 1 )exp [— 
(M 
2022,21
,A maximum likelihood analysis consists of forming the likelihood
function L(f 1 ) _	 pj , where py is the probability of the jth event. The
1
maximum likelihood estimate of f 1 is that which maximizes L(f 1 ). The
extension to more than two isotopes is straightforward.
We have used this technique to calculate maximum likelihood
estimates of the abundances 1OB/B, 13C/C, and 15N/N. Because the gain
of our mass scale is fixed by the mass scaling of the light to energy
function, we have not allowed m 1 -m2 to vary in the analysis, but to take
j
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F
into account our arbitrary assignment of average mass in determining
the E/L functions, we take the offset of our mass scale to be a free
parameter. In addition we allow v to vary, so that the likelihood
function depends on f 1 , m l , and a, with fixed m l —m2. For carbon we
expect roughly 1% of the events to be 11 C due to nuclear interactions in
the atmosphere above our instrument (§4.2), so that for this element we
i1C
have allowed the quantity C to vary between 0 and 2%.
For boron and :arbon we have used the sum of L5 and Le as the DE
measurement and L7 as the E' measurement. For these elements we
have also separately calculated masses using i) D6 as the AE detector
and D7 as the E' detector and ii) D5 as the AE detector and the sum of
D6 and D7 as the E' detector, allowing us to reject events if these masses
are inconsistent. Because we do not have Ls for nitrogen, we have only
the mass i) in that case.
We have made scatter plots of M t ,B (the notation indicates the
mass calculated using Equation 3.5 assuming the subscripted isotope in
the L to E conversion), M„c, and M I&N versu3 such quantities as sec 19, 4,
4, and L7 to be sure that our mass distributions are not biased with
respect to these quantities. In addition, we have plotted mass versus
X. and Xy to see whether our resolution can be improved by re r-cting
events with large values of these parameters which characterize the
quality of trajectory data (§2.2.1, Appendix A).
We show in Figures , 3.9a—d scatter plots of seci9, AM [denoting the
difference between the masses i) and ii) above], Xx, and Xy versus Mit.,
and similar plots for MuB and M15N in Figures 3.10a — d and 3.11a—d,
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respectively. Because we have reasonable statistics for carbon, our
selection criteria for all elements are to a large degree based on the
carbon data. The cuts at sec O= 1.2, AM = f O.B amu, and Xx= 4 mm all
occur at or near values where there is a discontinuity in the distribution
of the quantity. There are two cuts for Xy, depending on whether three
or four y—MWPC measurements were used in determining the
y —trajectory (no events appear with Xy> 3 mm when four
y —measurements were used because such events were re —analyzed, after
discarding one of the four; see Appendix A). For baron we have excluded
events for which Xy> 2 mm when only three y —measurements were used
because two of the three events so excluded (Figure 3,10d) have
M ► i H < 10 amu, and the exclusion significantly improves the error in the
1013 determination. The slightly smaller value of the Z Z cut for boronsve
eliminates a single event with an anomalously low mass. The Za.. cuts
are all of width. 0.6 charge units and are centered approximately on the
mean Zave for the particular element (Figure 3.3). From Figure 3.1 lb we
see that most of the nitrogen events with an anomalously low or high
mass are correlated with small I-7 , a region where the L function is
poorly known (Figure 3.7b). We have thus excluded nitrogen everts for
which Ly < 20.
In Table 3.1 we summarize the selection criteria, parameters used
and range of variation, and results of our maximum likelihood analyses,
and in Figure 3.12 show mass histograms based on those results. Each 	 a
histogram has two mass scales associated with it corresponding to which
isotope is assumed in the conversion from light to energy. (We can do	 {
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Figure 3.9
Carbon selection. Scatter plots of a) sec-9, b) AM, c) X=, and d) X ' vs. Mtrc.
Circles in d) indicate events for which all four Y's were used in
determining the y—trajectory; crosses indicate that only three y's were
used. The selection criteria are indicated by the hatched lines.
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Figure 3.10
Boron selection. Scatter plots of a) sec 0, b) AM, c) k_, and d) Xr vs. M119.
Circles in d) indicate events for which all four y's were used in
determining the y•-trajectory; crosses indicate that only three y's were
used. The selection criteria are indicated by the hatched lines. In d),
the hatched line applies only to the crosses.
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Figure 3.11
Nitrogen selection. Scatter plots of a) sec J, b)1.7 , c) X=, and d) Xr, vs. M,5,.
Circles in d) indicate events for which all four Y's were used in
determining the y—trajectory; crosses indicate that only three y's were
used. The selection criteria are indicated by the hatched lines.
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Figrre 3. i 2
Mass histograms for a)carbon, b)b-)ron, and c)nitrogen. The different
scales for the horizontal axes are labeled according to the assumed mass
in the L to E conversion, as explained in the text.
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this because the difference between M„B and Mktg, for example, is
constant to within t — 0.1 amu.) The statistics and resolution for
nitrogen are insufficient for the maximum likelihood method to deduce
the offset of the mass scale, so we have not allowed m i Lo vary for that
element. We thus rely on the fact that both theoretical calculations and
measurements by other investigators (§4.3) indicate that our assignment
of 14.5 amu as the mean mass in the determination of the nitrogen E/L
function is correct. The masses for narbon in Figure 3.12 have been
adjusted by only 0.02 pmu according to the maximum likelihood
estimate of m l ; for boron there is no adjustment because the maximum
likelihood estimate of ml is equal to the actual mass of 10L, namely
9.94 pmu.
From Figure 3.12 we see that, although the statistics are limited,
the mass resolution at boron is sufficient to validate our assumption of
how the E/L function scales for different isotopes of the same elem--n'.
because the two peaks occur at the right mass values. That is, the lower
mass peak occurs at 10 amu on the IOB mass scale and the higher mass
peak occurs at 11 amu on. the 11B mass scale. We also see in this figure
that our mass resolution, and consequently the precision with which we
can determine isotopic abundances, is degraded considerably as we go
from boron to nitrogen.
3.5 Mass Resolution
The factors which- contribute to the mass resolution in our
instrument can he divided into two categories. The first consists of
those processes which place a fundamenLal limit on the DE —E' technique
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of resolving isotopes in that they cannot be reduced by increasing the
precision of our measurements. Multiple Coulomb scattering (mcs) and
statistical fluctuations in the ionization energy loss process ('Landau
fluctuations") comprise this category, The sec ,)nd category consists of
uncertainties in our measurements of particle trajectory and
scintillation light. Decreasing these measurement errors will increase
our mass resolution.
To evaluate the contribution of the various factors to the mass
resolution we have used a Monte — Carlo technique which simulates
multiple Coulomb scattering, Landau fluctuations, measurement of
particle trajectory, spatial variations in light collection, and other
miscellaneous effects. Events are generated with whichever of these
processes we wish to include, and then analyzed for mass according to
Equation 3.1. From the widths of the resulting mass distributions we
determine the particular contribution to the mass resolution. We have
taken D5+D6 as the AE —detector for boron and carbon, and D6 as the
DE — detector for nitrogen (as in the analysis of flight data). For all
elements we have taken D7 as the E' — detector. The event selection in
the simulation is essentially identical to that used in the analysis of the
Might rlaLa. The results are given in Table 3.2. A discussion of individual
processes together with illustrative calculations ba yed on Equation 2.4
f ollows.
In traversing a finite thickness of matter a charged particle
undergoes many small deflections as it interacts with electrons in the
matter. This multiple Coulomb scattering (Rossi 1952, Hischel 1972,
Jackson 1975) means that a particle impinging on a detector at incident
_	 i
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'Fable 3.2 Contributions to Mass Resolution
30B 3eC 14N
Contributor
Multiple Coulomb 0.13 amu 0.14 0.18
Scattering
Landau Fluctue.tions 0.08 0.09 0.12
Measurers seca9 0.02 0.02 0.02
(0.23)t (0.28) (0.34)
Light Collection 0.05 0.06 0.08
(0.'18) (0.21) (0.27)
Photoelectron Statistics 0.05 0.06 0.07
Calibration Statistics 0.09 0.09 0.14
Monte Carlo Total 0.20 0.21 0.28
(0.32) (0.38) (0.46)
E,L Linear in L 0.05 0.07 0.11
No A7 Residual Map 0.16 0.19 0.28
Total 0.26 0.29 0.41
(0.36) (0.42) (0.55)
Achieved$ 0.32 0.37 0.50
X0.06 f0.04 f0.10
tValues in parentheses were calculated assuming a degraded resolution in
MWPC X1 of a = 30 mm (Appendix A).
tFrom Table 3.1.
IN
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angle 1f will generally emerge at some slightly different angle 17'. The
mean square angle of scattering is given by (Bischel 1972)
a 2^ = < (19' ._^2 > = 1.78 x 10 -7 rad2 cm2 g '1 Z2 Z",(Z
"
,+ 1) p x B
M2 Am(7' #2)'1
where
(3.6)
Z = atomic number of parade,
M = mass of particle (pmu),
=article velocity (in units of the speed of light),y 
_ t1 _ R2) -0.5
Z,,,, Am = mean atomic number, %-ei^ht of detector material,
p = density of material (4.51 cm for CsI),
x = thickness of material (cm^,
B = weak function of Zm, Z, P, p x.
For particles and energies of interest in our experiment B is independent
of P and is given by BC,i = 2.5 log i o(p x cm2 g -1 ) + 12.4. Equation 3.6
applies if the thickness of the material is such that the particle velocity
does not change significantly in traversing the material, generally not
the case in our experiment. We have derived (Appendix B) a formula
based on Equation 3.6 which includes the fact that P is not Lonstant.; for
P x a 10 g cm -2 this represents about a 50% increase over Equation 3.6,
because the term 7 2p4 in the denominator decreases as the particle
slows down in the material. Scattering by an amount a. d in the CsI above
the AF, -detector results in a pathlength uncertainty in that detector of
a sec -6 _ tan 19 
a
ad
sec19	 y^"	 whereas scattering by an amount a t in the
awed _ tan 19 aj
sec-6 ^'AE-detector results in a pathlength uncertainty of
From Equation 2.4 we have
a	 aM^sec^! _ 1	 1	 c^
M	
- 
M asec19 )E^,dE asec^	
ase
= a-1 sec-O '
Typical rms scattering angles '.re a,$a 25 mrad in DO-D4, and
adp 30 mrad in D5-D6, giving ay,me, p 0.14 amu for M=12 amu and ,,9=20°,
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consistent with the Monte —Carlo calculation.	 (Because D6 (and not
D5+D6) was used as the AE—detector for nitrogen, entries in Table 3.1
for nitrogen are generally higher than those for boron or carbon]
The second fundamental limit to our mass resolution is the
stativetical nature of the ionization energy loss process. These Landau
fluctuations mean that a beam of mon. oenergetic particles of a given
charge and mass incident on a thin detector will emerge with a
distribution of energies, that is, they do not all lose the same amount of
energy in the material. For particles and energies of interest in our
experiment the distribution in energy deposited DE is a gaussian with
variance (Jackson 1975)
2
SAE = (0.396 McV) 2 cm2 g-1 Z2 Am P x 72(1 — .!) D 2	 (3.7)
m
where all quantities are defined as in Equation 3.6 except the
"deceleration factor" D which takes into account the slowing down of the
particle if x is sufficiently thick so that DE is not small compared to the
particle's total energy. We have used a form for D derived by Wiedenbeck
(1973) which ranges from unity at x/R = 0 (R is the total range of the
particle) to 2 at x/R = 0.9. Landau fluctuations have the effect of moving
events which are on a nominal isr, 'ope track (such as in Figure 3.1) off
that track along a line of constant AE+E'. Fquation 2.4 gives
--a
a:^	 s M rl—R^
O'Y,Undau	 aAE )E ,sec-0 a &E = a-1 E	 x	 QdE.
R
A 200 MeV amu`1 12 C nucleus incident on D5 has a range in Cs). of
34.5 mm. With D5+D6 as the AE—detector x/Rm 0.58 for which Da 1.2.
From Equation 3.7 we calculate ooE = 6.7 MeV so that aM,:andaufi' 0 .10 amu,
-.
r
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again in agreement with the Monte-Carlo calculation.
Errors associated with the finite precision with which we measure
particle trajectory cause an uncertainty in the particle's i) angle of
incidence, which in turn results in an additional (beyond multiple
Coulomb scattering) uncertainty in the pathlength in the DE detector,
and ii) absolute- position at a scintillator, resulting in an uncertainty in
the correction of seintillator output due to spatial variations in light
collection. Contribution i) depends only on the spatial resolution of
individual -NdWPC's, and for our geometry is given by
a, we 19 
= 0.0016 mm-1 sin 219 oyirnc (Wiedenbeck 1978). For auwpc =1 mm,secil
I= 20°, and M = 12 amu we have
v M Cr sec F^d 0.02amu.
a -1 sec-6,
Contribution ii) depends additionally on the magnitude of the spatial
gradients of the light ccllection variations (Table 2.1):
aM
a xaE 
= anE )r%sec o QDE
1
^)a 
Q SEa
- M a
-1	 x	 DE
R
(3.8).
With D5 +D6 as the DE-detector, 0.157-mm-1 gradients, 1 mm MWPC
resolution, M = 12 amu, and x /R=0.8 we have 0^9.gradient, ks 0.03 amu.
In our Monte-Carlo analysis we have evaluated these contributiors
to the mass resolution due to errors in trajectory measurement with two
different assumptions of MWPC resolution. One;, we assume all MWPC's
measure particle position accurate to the nominal t 1 mm (the result is
consistent with the rough calculation above). Two, we assume the
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resolution of X1 is degraded, because of knock-on electrons, to t 30 mm,
with all other MWPC's at the Lominal value. The choice of 30 mm is
somewhat arbitrary, as we do not know precisely what the effect of
knock-on electrons will be on MWPC resolution for various particles and
energies, but 30 mm is suggested based on our analyses of the
y-trajectories (Appendix A). We choose X1 as the 'bad" coordinate since
events are not analyzed if X3 and X4 are inconsistent (X3 and X4 are
separated in the vertical dimension by only 4.5 cm whereas we have no
x-measurement at the top of our instrument other than X1). In
'fable 3 .2 we have put in parentheses those contributions to mass
resolution which have been evaluated assuming 'bad" X1. We see the very
significant effect that degradation of MWPC resolution in a single counter
has on mass resolution,
There are a variety of other measurement errors which contribute
0 mass resolution that we have included in our Monte-Carlo simulation,
which have been described in detail by Wiedenbeck ( 1978). They include.
photoelectron (pe) statistics, electronic noise, and uncertainties in
in-flight calibrations. The error in AE due to photoelectron statistics is
a ,&E __
	 1	 A typicll AE in D5+D6 for 32C is 1 GeV. WithDE	 V150 Mev-1 GE
x/R ;:u 0 . 6, Equation 3.8 gives a p, a 0.06 amu. To estimate the error in
mass due to the finite statistics for calibrations we quadrature the
0.157., 0 . 25%, and 0 .4% uncertainties from the Bevalac spatial response
map, flight residual map, and PMT temperature correction, respectively
(Chapter 2), to get a 0.5% uncertainty in both E 5 and Ee. With AE = E5+E5
and EB a 2E5 , we have ^,E ).taurucs a 0.37%. Equation 3.8
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then gives, for e x/R-0,8, QN.rtatjvucs;v 0.08 amu. Each of these rough
calculations is consistent with the more precise Monte —Carlo results.
Three other effects which contribute to the mass resolution have
not been included in the Monte —Carlo simulation; their magnitude has
been evaluated instead by separate calculations and added in
quadrature to the Monte —Carlo results to give the total expected mass
resolution. The first of these is Che. possible error due to the assumption
that F/L is linear in L. Its magnitude was estimated in §3.3 to be 0,05,
0.07, and 0.11 amu for boron, carbon, and nitrogen, respectively. Second
L; the error, we make in treating scintillator thickness variations as a
correction to AL independent of x/R (62.2.3). If 6t 	 the percent
correction which should have been made to t, but instead was made to
AE, then the mass we calculate is in error by
GSM[AE aM _ t M at
aDE	 at J t
i
x ^
a _!H dt [a 1- (1 R ) _ l J.
a-1 t	 x
R
It is because the term in brackets varias with x/R that our treatment of
thickness variations is not precise. That term, however, has an rms
variation of only — 0.11 for 0.4s K s 0.9. From `fable 2.1 tt is PW 0.6% for
nitrogen, and slightly smaller for boron and carbon (assuming thickness
variations in D5 and D6 are uncorrelated). Thus our thickness error is
,< 0.01 amu, and is therefore negligible. Finally, if the assumption that
there is no spatial variation in the output of detector D7 beyond that
measured at the Hevalac (§2.2.3) is false, then part of the residual spatial
S
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variation assigned to the output of detectors D5 and D6 should in fact
have been assigned to D7. The error in mass which results has two
components whose effects add [this is because the calibration function
fa(sec19,D7) for penetrating oxygen has aD	 1, whereas the mass7
tracks (Figure 3.1) have 
aE' < 0]. The uncorrected mass for a • ,vent at
a particular position is
	
M = Mo+rsE' aE – (1 –r)avU—.55	 	 1MAE 8
where M O = actual mass of particle, r= fraction of the measured residual
variation due to D7, and s = magnitude (:) of the residual variation (1.99
rms, Table 2.1). The factor under the square root comes from the
assumption that Eo a 2E5 and uncorreiated variations in signals D 5 and
Ds (this factor is unity for nitrogen where D 5 is not used). The (false)
correction we apply is vU.55 s AE 8M so that the error is
dM = r s(E' aE + vFF5 of a Eam  )
aMr sC(1_R)a	 R -f	 [1–(1–R)a) ]•(a-1) R
We estimate r from Table 2.1 by assuming that the magnitude of the
residual variation is proportional tea that of the Hevalac variation, so
that 1 –r = 5.7 or r a 0.42. For boron and carbon we thus have
r	 4.2
(averaged over 0.556 R s 0.90) aM m 0.16 and 0.19 am.u, respectively. For
nitrogen, aM a 0.28 amu (vE7-5 -+ 1, so that dM is independent of x f R).
Froni Table 3.2 we see that t; e achieved mass resolution for all
elements is bracketed by the calculation in which we assume nominal
ti
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MWPC XI resolution and- that in which we assume degraded MWPC Xl
resolution. From the table it is also evident that there is a fundamental
limitation to mass resolution because of multiple Coulomb scattering
and Landau fluctuations of 0.15 tc 0.22 amu which would dominate the
total mass resolution if the MWPC, resolution were the nominal t 1 mm
and there were no uncertainties in residual spatial variation. Improved
MWPC resolution would obviously be desirable for all charges, as would
an independent calibration of possible residual spatial variations in
detector D7. Other improvements in mass resolution could be obtained
by using a detector material with a smaller Z. than Csl to decrease the
Coulomb scattering (Equation 3.6, although this could adversely affect
other features; for example, there would be more nuclear interactions in
the detectors), and improved statistics for in — flight calibrations.
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Chapter 4
Interpretations of Measurements
Having measured the isotopic compositions of boron, carbon, and
nitrogen, we next interpret the measurements in light of those
pro cesses--nucleoaynthesis, galactic propagation, and solar
modulation--by which they are determined. Before doing this, however,
we must correct the measurements for the contamination introduced by
the 5 g cm-2 of atmosphere under which our experiment flew, as well as
possible contamination due to the presence of the — 10 g cm -2 of CsI
(DO—D4) above our mass measurements at D5 (or D6 for nitrogen).
4.1 Detector Interactions
Our charge—consistency requirement (§3.2) eliminates most
nuclear interactions in the CsI itself. It is possible, however, that
neutron stripping reactions take place in the C qI above D5, altering the
isotopic composition of a given element from its value at the top of the
instrument. Based on the work of Lindstrom et al, (1975) we estimate
that about 4% of the total inelastic cross section for a given particle in
some medium can be ascribed to single neutron stripping. For the total
inelastic cross section of a particle of mass number A i in a medium of
mass number A we use
1	 1
a,=52.28mb(A 3 +Ai 3— b]2 	(4.1)
where the overlap parameter is b = 1.189 exp (-0.05446 min (A,Ai))
(Hagen el al. 19'x7; note, however, that b in this referen^e is given
incorrectly as one minus the correct b used here (Ormes 1981);. With
A ;^j 130 for CsI we thus calculate, for example, that < 0.57 of 15 N will be
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transformed into 14N in 10 g cm's. We have therefore made no
correction to the measured isotopic compositions for this effect
Because elemental abundances at the top of the instrument will be
required for the atmospheric correction, we first use Figure 3.5c as a
measure of the elemental abundances of particles which have undergone
no charge—changing nuclear interaction before stopping in D7. The
abundance at the top of the instrument for a given species is larger by a
factor exp (0.96 n a i x), where n = number density of nuclei in CsI and
x = mean total thickness of CsI traversed for particles which stop in
D7 ;" 52mm (the factor 0.96 is included assuming 4% of a, is due to
neutron stripping). We list 3u Table 4.1 the measured elemental
abundances from Figure 3.5c, the correction factors exp (0 96 n a t x), and
the corrected elemental abundances at the top of the instrument. The
fourth column gives the elemental abundances corrected for
atmospheric secondaries and energy interval differences (see following
section), normalized to carbon. A comparison with another recent
balloon measurement in the fifth column (Lund of dl. 1975) shows good
agreement.
4.2 Atmospheric Correction
Based on independent measurements by our own
pressure — transducers and those of the launch support group, the mean
atmospheric depth at which the instrument flew was 4.7t 0.2 g cm -2; the
rms temporal variation in depth over the period during which data were
taken was —0.6 g cm-2. Because the atmospheric correction to our
measurements tui rzs out to be quite small, temporal variations in depth
1
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as well as the uncertainty in the mean depth have been neglected, and
we have simply treated the atmosphere as a 5 g cm -8 thick slab (includes
a mean secant of 1,07) through which all particles must travel before
encountering the instrument.
The abundances at a given atmospheric depth and energy per
n9^clecn interval differ from those at the top of the atmosphere because
of nuclear fragmentation and ionization energy loss. If f i(x,eii , el2) is the
flux at depth x (g cm-2) of species i [atomic number Z i, mass Mi (pmu)]
with energy per nucleon (MeV pmu-1) between ell and e!2 , then the flux at
depth x+6x is
fi (x+6x,.cii ,e12) = exp (=naiVx)fi(x,£'tz,c'i2}
+ E [i -exp ( — na ik6x) a fk(x , eikiXikz)	 (4.2)
k>i
where n = number of target (atmospheric) nuclei per gram of
atmosphere, a i = total inelastic cross section of speci%!s i in the
atmosphere (Equation 4.1), and vik= partial cross section fc.-7 species k
to produce species i in the atmov phere. We have made the
approximation that dx is sufficiently small that one can neglect tertiary
and higher order fragmentations. The energy intervals are related by
Z 2	 Z2 Z2
Reir( e 'ii) = Rntr(E11) + i 6x, and R ar( rik1) = Rasr(eti} + (-1 + k ) 6x withM i	 Mi Mk 2
similar equations relating e'i2 and eik2 to e12. R k (e) is the range in air
(g cm-2) of a proton of kinetic energy e. We have assumed that
fragmentations of species k occur at x + d2x
We have developed a computer program based on Equation 4.2
which taker, as input, abundances and energy spec±.ra of nuclear species
N
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at the top of the atmosphere and propagates these abundances in
1 g cm-2 steps into the atmosphere. For the partial cross sections Q ik we
ioive used the semi-empirical proton-nucleus cross sections and scaling
` 'iuc%eus-nucleus cross sections of Silberberg and Taso ( 1973x, 1973b,
1977a, 19 ?7b, i 977c), (The energy dependences of the nucleus-nucleus
cross sections are not well known; we have used the asymptotic high
energy values which are applicable down to at least 600 MeV pmu' 1 .) We
have used the tabulation by Barkas and Berger (1964) for the function
As input to the program we have used the satellite measurements
of Garcia-Munoz and Simpson (1979) for the elemental abundances of
species with Z> 8, and the calculation by Wiedenbeck (1978) for the
corresponding isotopic abundances. We have assumed that all species
have the same energy spectra which we take to be that measured by
Garcia-Munoz et al. (1977b) corrected to the level of solar modulation
appropriate to August 1978 (Appendix C; specifically, we have assumed
that df/dt k e° with a = 0.57 for e < 220 MeV pmu-1 and a = -0.46 for
v> 220 MeV pmu-1 ). We have adjusted the elemental abundances of B, C,
N, and 0 and the isotopic abundances of B, C, and N (we have assumed
that our observed 0 is all 160) at the top of the atmosphere until the
abundances at 5 g cm-2 are consistent with our measured elemental
abundances (third column, Table 4.1) and isotopic composition
(Table 3.1).
We show in Table 4.2 the frar,.tion of the abundance of a given
nuclide at 5 g cm '2 atmospheric depth due to the various contributing
species at the top of the atmosphere. For example, 87.69 of 'OB at
5 g cm-2 comes from 10B at the top of the atmosphere which undergo no
'^ ^	 r
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nuclear interaction, 1.8:, of 10H result.- !rom 11H nuclei which are
stripped of a single aelutron in 5 g cm-2 of atmosphere, and so on. That
no more than 15% of the observed abundance of any of the nuclides in
Table 4.2 is due to fragmentation of heavier species suggests that our
assumptions about the isotopic composition of species with Z Z 8 and the
energy spectra of all species are relatively unimportant in making the
atmospheric correction.
We summarize in Table 4.3 the results of the atmospheric
correction. The first column indicates the energy interval at the top of
the instrument over which HEIST is sensitive to the given nuclide. The
lower limit corresponds to the requirement that I,?> I 1 nlu (see
Figure 3.2b), the upper limit results from the restriction that the
vertical projection of the range in detector b7 must be less than the
thickness of D7 (17 mm). The second column, from Table 3.1, gives the
measured isotopic abundances. The third column indicates the amount
by which an abundance at the top of the instrument must be increased
to obtain its abundance at the top of the atmosphere. The fourth
column gives the energy interval at the top of the atmosphere, and
finally, in the fifth column, we tabulate the isotopic abundances
corrected for both atmospheric interactions and the fact that the
energy per nucleon intervals for isotopes of a given element are of
slightly different width. The overlap of the energy intervals is such that
the fractional isotopic abundances vary by only — 0.01 as the assumed
form of the spectrum varies from CO-6 to L'+04 ; in Table 4.3 we have
simply assumed that the number of events is proportional to the width
of the energy window, that is, a flat energy spectrum.
R
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4.3 Comparisons with Other Measurements
We show in Figure 4.1 our corrected results for the isotopic
compositions of boron, carbon, and nitrogen, together with those of
other investigators. Tabulated in Table 4.4 are the mass resolutions
achieved by this work and others. Our mass resolution at boron is the
best of those tabulated. At carbon and nitrogen our resolution is
comparable to or better than others', except `,r the exceptionally high
resolution achieved by Wiedenbeck et al. (1 Q" `), Our relatively large
uncertainties in the determination of fractional isotopic abundances are
due almost entirely to limited statistics. Because of the excellent
agreement between predicted and achieved resolution (Table 3.3), we
feel confident that systematic effects have been properly identified and
accounted for.
Also shown in Figure 4.1 are smooth curves which represent thF-
predictions of a model whose characteristics we now describe.
4.4 Theory
The cosmic ray abundances observed at earth differ from those at
the cosmic ray source for two reasons. One, the particles traverse, on
the average, —5-6 g cm-2 of interstellar matter before being observed in
the solar system, and are thus subject to nuclear fragmentation and
ionization energy loss. Thus observations of the elements Li, Be, and B,
which are bypassed in the normal processes of nucleosynthesis and are
presumed to be absent at the cosmic ray source, are explainable entirely
in terms of the spallation of heavier species. Second, as the cosmic rays
95
Figure 4.1
Comparisons of measurements. C: this work, 0: Garcia—Munoz et
al. 1977x, Guzig 1980. 1 Wiedenbeck el al. 1979. A: Hagen el al. 1977.
V : Buffington el al.. 1978. 0 : Webber and Kish 1979, Webber et al. 1979.
The dashed curves correspond to a galactic propagation model with no
solar modulation. The solid curves correspond to a level of modulation
it = 300 MeV amu-I
 for particles with M!Z =2.
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9e
enter the solar cavity, they suffer energy loss as they interact with the
small—scale irregularities of the interplanetary magnetic field which is
carrried radially outward from the sun by the expanding solar wind. One
must therefore account for the rigidity —dependent effects of this
process before interpretation of observed abundances is possible.
4.4.1 Galactic Propagation
If ni(1,t,e)dc is the number density of particles of type i at position
I and time t with energy per nucleon between a and a+de, then the
continuity equation which describes cosmic ray transport in the galaxy
is (e.g. Reames 1974)
an, 17
.
(r_j4 ni)+ L [dr)ini]-ni +q,+at	 at d t	 Ti
	
, Til
The first terra on the right is the divergence of a diffusion current ci0ni,
which is due to spatial gradients in n i; ici is the diffusion coefficient. The
next term is a "divergence" in energy— space, and accounts for changes in
ni due to ionization energy loss. We lump into the term — n, /T, all
"catastrophic" losses, such as nuclear destruction and escape from a
confinement volume; the mean time for such a loss is Ti. Finally, there
are two source terms, the production qi of particles at the cosmic ray
source, and the contribution from heavier species j which fragment with
mean time Til into species i.
The usual approximations which go into simplil"ying Equation 4.3
are i) steady—state equilibrium (ani/at 0), and ii) homogeneous
distributions of the n i (ani = 0). It is convenient to consider pathlengths
A (g cm-2) rather than times T [related by A = p p c r with p =density
(g cm-3) of interstellar gas], and fluxes J rather than densities n
I
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(J : nPc/4rr). Equation 4.3 becomes
Ai $
Z12 d-
 
M do [S(c) Ji] +Qi +	 (4.4)
i	 J> i q
where Jim flux of species i in local interstellar space, Zi , Mi a charge, mass
of species i, A,= mean free path for catastrophic losses of species i,
Ail = mean free path for species j	 to fragment into species i,	 and
S(e)= specific	 ionization (MeV cm2 g` i ) of a proton of energy c in
interstellar space. Qi is proportional to the source production of species
i per gram of interstellar matter. The solution to Equation 4.4 requires
the specification of boundary conditions. In the currently popular
"Leaky Box" model (Costrik et al. 1987), the galaxy is envisioned as a
confinement volume whose boundaries are encountered many times by
the cosmic rays before they escape, implying an exponential distribution
of pathlengths with mean A.. The solution to Equation 4.4 is then
(Reames 1974, Meneguzzi ei al. 1971)
r~	 J (c')
Me) w ,/ dx S (-) ex1? — (ni ) ^ CC ') + l^ i Ai— - ,^) ]	 (4.5)
^ x
where r' is related toe through the integration variable x, f S(s) -
:# de
	
Z.
The mean free path for losses is related to A. through 1 = 1 + 1Ai Te Aid
where A id is the mean free path for nuclear destruction of species I.
Equation 4.4 thus allows, for a given set of source abundances and
energy spectra (embodied in the Q i (e)], the propagation of those
abundances and spectra to give the fluxes J i in local interstellar space,
assuming that the Ail (which are related to the cross sections a ij ) are
known.
w
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4.4.2 Solar Modulation
Fluxes in local interstellar space differ from those observed at the
orbit of earth because of the influence of the expanding solar wind to
which is tied an interplanetary magnetic Held. The effects of convection
and diffusion are embodied in a spherically syn° , metric Fokker-Planck
equation (Fisk 1974)
1 8 [ra(V.n -,e 8n ) ) a 1 0 (r2Vsw) 8 (aT n)	 (4.6)
r2 8r	 8r	 3 8r	 OT
-where n(r) = number density of particles per unit kinetic energy interval
at distance r from the sun, V.,, = solar wind velocity ow 400 km sec -1,
Ic = diffusion coefficient, T = kinetic energy, and a = (T + 2Eo)/(T + E 4), with
Ea being the rest energy r,,,' the species of interest. The solution of
Equation 4.6 predicts, for a given local interstellar spectrum and
diffusion coefficient, the modulated spectrum at r =1 AU. It is convenient
to characterize the level of modulation by a parameter t, which
represents the mean change in energy per nucleon from outside the
R
solar cavity to 1 AU (Gleeson and Aaford 1968): 0 ;, a T f dr V s" , where3M 1AU ti
R ;u 50 AU is the distance beyond which solar modulation is negligible.
The diffusion coefficient c is typically taken to be proportional to velocity
tunes a function of the particle's magnetic rigidity, P = 7flEo/eZ (Fisk
1974, Lezniak and Webber 1971). A particularly simple form is K oc PR in
which case 0 is independent of energy and proportional to the particle's
charge to mass ratio. For the period 1974-1976, Garcia-Munoz et
al. (1977x) show that t su 220 MeV amu -1 . Wiedenbeck and Greiner
(1980) take 41
 = 325 MeV amu -1 for the period August 1978 through
August 1979 to account for an increase in solar activity. As our
4
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measurements were made in August 1978, we estimate
t Jw 300 MoV am ,'J.
It should be emphasized that 0 represents the avv age energy loss,
and does not apply to individual particles. Ureh and Gleeson (1973) have
calculated the distributions of energies outside the solar cavity from
which came particles with some fixed energy at 1 AU. We show in
Table 4.5, based on their work, the energy intervals in interstellar space
corresponding to the FWHM of the distribution, for our own
measurements as well as the satellite measurements by the University of
Chicago group ( p in Figure 4.1, Garcia—Munoz at al. 1977x, Guzig 1980),
and the UC Berkeley group (a in Figure 4. 1, Wiedenbeck at al. 1979).
4.4.3 Model Calculations and Discussion
The models of galactic propagation and solar modulation
described above have been used to predict the observed isotopic
abundances of H, C, and N at 1 Ali. (We aar* indebted to M. Wiedenbeck for
supplying the computer —generated results of the calculation which we
quote here. See Wiedenbeck and Greiner 1980, and references therein,
for a further discussion of the model used.) The elemental composition
of the source is taken to be that calculated by Silberberg et al. (1978).
The isotopic composition is assumed to be that of the solar system
(Cameron 1973), except in the case of the element Ne, for which recent
measurements (Greiner at al. 1979, Mewaldt et al. 1980) indicate an
abundance of 22Ne enhanced over the solar system value. A source
spectrum of the forms (e+400MeV amu - 1 )-2.e (Garcia —Munoz et
al. 1977a) is used, and partial cross sections are those of Silberberg and
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Tsao (1973x, 1973b, 1977x, 1977b). The interstellar gas is presumed to
contain one He atom for every ten H atoms; the H density is taken to be
0.3 cm-3 . The mean escape pathlength is taken to be A e = 5.5 g cm-2
(Ormes and Freier 1976).
We show in Figure 4.1 (together with the experimental points) the
results of the calculation. The solid curves correspond to a level of solar
modulation 0 = 300 MeV amu-1 , the dashed cl„rves correspond to no
modulation (local interstellar space). Some qualitative features are
readily apparent. The very slight energy dependence in each of the
unmodulatrd curves is aimust completely washed out by solewr
modulation, the first-order effect of which is to increase the fractional
abundance of the heavier isotope at 1 AU. This is due to the fact that '^
is slightly larger for the lighter isotope, and local interstellar
abundances decrease with energy. Second, quite apart from the
predictions of the model, the data are consistent with a constant
fractional isotopic abundance, independent of energy, for each of the
elements. (Disagreements between individual measurements, which are
apparently statistically significant, might in fact be due simply to an
underestimate of the errors.)
Ideally one would like to use plots such as this to place constraints
on certain parameters of the model, although it is clear from the size of
our error bars that stringent limits would not likely result from our
measu; ements alone. Instead we discuss, in the context of the data as a
whole, the degree to which interpretations of these data are limited,
both because of measurement errors and model inadequacies.
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Because the predictions of the model depend critically on the
cross sections used in calculating the secondary component of the
observed flux (the term E A in Equation 4.5), we show in Figure 4.2f> 1 A11
the semi—empirical values of the most important cross sections as a
function of energy. (By a cross section such as a ( 1 "0+p-- 15N) we really
mean the sum of the cross sections a ( 160+p-- 15N) and a ( 160+p' i50),
because 150 fl* decays almost immediately to i6N.] Also shown are the
energy intervals in interstellar space (Table 4.5) appropriate to the
satellite measurements by the University of Chicago group
(Garcia —Munoz at al. 1977a, Guzig 1980),	 the	 UC Berkeley group
(Wiedenbeck at al. 1979), and this work.	 The onset of a significant
energy dependence to the cross sections below — 400 MeV amu' 1 means
that solar modulation effects become more significant for the low energy
measurements (as is seen in the shape of the dashed curves in
Figure 4.1). More important, most of these cross sections have not been
measured at low energies, and the form of their energy dependence can
only be inferred from other measured cross sections, the nuclear
physics of which is expected to be similar (we shall quantify this
somewhat in the discussion of nitrogen below). With these limitations in
mind, then, we discuss what one can conclude from the measurements.
Because boron is produced entirely by the breakup of heavier
species in the interstellar medium, the locations of the curves in
Figure 4.1a are, to first order, dependent only on the ratio of the
relevant cross sections for producting 1OB and 11 B. For both species,
oxygen and carbon are the major contributors, accounting for more
than half of the observed boron. That 11 B dominates is due in part to
1015
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Figure 4.2
Semi—empirical cross sections (Silberberg and Tsao 1973a, 1973b, 1977a,
1977b).
a) Cross sections for 10 0 on protons to produce the indicated products.
b) Cross sections for 12 C on protons to produce the indicated products.
If the interaction can proceed by way of an intermediate short—lived
radioactive nuclide which decays to the indicated product, the
corresponding crass section is included. The horizontal bands
correspond to the energy intervals in local interstellar space appropriate
to measurements by the University of Chicago group (Garcia — Munoz at
al. 1977x, Guzig 1980), the UC Berkeley group (Wiedenbeck et al. 1979),
and this work.
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the contribution from the reaction 12C(p,np)11C; 11C subsequently
#; decays to 11 B. We take Figure 4.1a as an indication that the ratios of
the cross sections for producing 1OB and 11 B are adequately described by
the semi-empirical formulae, and show little energy dependence, at
least above -400 MeV amu -1.
Turning next to carbon (Figure 4.1b), we see that a solar-like
Composition ( 23C/C _ 0.011) for the cosmic ray source is consistent with
the measurements. If our model of galactic propagation is substantially
correct, a precise determination of the !3C source abundance is
obscured by the large (> 807.) secondary contribution to the observed
flux. The measurements do rule out a hot (T> 10 8 *K) equilibrium
CNO bi-cycle as a major contributor to the carbon abundances, as
pointed out by Guzig (1980), as in that case one would expect a ratio
13C/C approaching 0.2.
The nitrogen measurements (Figure 4.1c) are the most indicative
of some disagreement with the predictions of the model, at least at
satellite energies. In order to avoid requiring a source ratio of 15N,/N
which is significantly greater than the solar system value of 0.0036,
Guzig (1980) has used an alternate set of cross sections for the reactions
160+p-i 15N and 180+p_ 14N, which are scaled from measured cross
sections of 12C+p-► 11B and 12C+p-► 10B. Using this alternate set as an
indication of the sensitivity of the model predictions to uncertainties in
cross sections, we find that the unmodulated value of 15N/N (dashed
curve, Figure 4.1c) increases by - 18%, 10%, and 47, at interstellar
energies (Table 4.5) appropriate to the measurements by the U. Chicago
group, the UC Berkeley group, and this work, respectively. This implies
108
an increase In the predicted modulated value of 15N IN by — 0.07, 0.04,
and 0.02. At satellite energies, then, the predictions of the model are
uncertain at the same level as uncertainties in the measurements, even
if one considers cross section errors alone. Finally, we find that a
weighted average of the difference between measured and predicted
15N/N for these three measurements is 0.08± 0.04, where the error
includes both cross section uncertainties and measurement
uncertainties, the former as given above. We note that modest increases
in solar modulation, and, to a lesser extent in the value of A., would
further close the gap between predicted and measured values of 15N/N,
especially at low energies. We conclude that the source abundance of 15N
is marginally consistent with the solar system value.
In conclusion we point out that, although at present there is no
evidence that the isotopic compositions of boron, carbon, and nitrogen
at the cosmic ray source differ substantially from those of the solar
system, other recent measurements (e.g. Mewaldt et al. 1980) have
indicated enhancements in the neutron rich isotopes of neon is Ld
magnesium. Improvements in statistics, especially at balloon energies,
and in parameters of the model, most notably the 1¢w energy cross
sections, may eventually show that 13C and 15N are similarly enhanced.
Emphasis in the future might well be placed on high energy, high
resolution, and long duration balloon measurements.
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Chapter 5
Snmtaary
We have • described a balloon —borne instrument capable of
measuring masses of individual cosmic ray nuclei using
position—sensitive multiwire proportional counters for measurement of
particle trajectory, and CsI scintillators for measurement of particle
energy, and have discussed the calibrations of that instrument using
both data from an accelerator and the balloon flight itself.
The saturation properties of CsI have been studied in the context
of analyzing the data for mass; it is found that the differential
scuntillation efficiency of Csl decreases, for boron, carbon, and nitrogen
nuclei, by — 15% as the specific ionization of a particle increases from
— 50 to 200 MeV m.rn-1 . A maximum likelihood technique has been used
to analyze the mass distributions of boron, carbon, and nitrogen. The
achieved rms mass resolution varies from -0,3 amu at boron to
0.5 amu at nitrogen, consistent with a detailed theoretical evaluation
of the factors which contribute.
The measurements have been corrected for nuclear interactions
which occur in the CsI detector material, as well as for the
contamination introduced by the — 5 g cm-2 of residual atmosphere. We
obtain 10B/B = 0.33+0c;i 13CJC = O.OEi ±$;oi^ and isN/N = 0.421;17 (the
errors being primarily statistical), at energies of -280, 300, and
330 MeV amu-1 , respectively. The results are in agreement with other
measurements, both at lower (-100 MeV amu -1 ) and similar energies.
We have described a model of galactic propagation and solar
110
modulation with which we predict the abundances observed near earth,
given a solar—like isotopic composition at the cosmic ray source. We And
no evidence for source abundances which dif fer substantially from those
of the solar system.
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Appendix A
MWC Background
We show in Figures A.1 a—c the distribution in y position as
measured by MWPC Y2 for penetrating events selected according to
signal D7. For fast particles the output of detector D7 is proportional to
Z2 (Equation 2.2) so that the three figures correspond approximately to
different charge regions. Although the number of events within each
sector agrees with the results of a trajectory simulation, the obviously
anomalous tendency for the distributions to peak at sector centers is
present to about the same degree in all MWPC's, and it is clear that the
peaking becomes more pronounced for higher Z particles.
The use of sectors and delay line readout in our MWPC's [see
Wiedenbeck (1978) for a comprehensive description] means that a given
counter is unable to infer a two — particle event, and that the counter will
respond to such an event by recording i) the sector of the particle with
the larger ionization and ii) position within that sector represented by
an average of the positions of the two particles within their respective
sectors. This suggests that the peaking of the Y2 distribution toward
sector centers is associated with two--particle event In particular,
because the feature is more pronounced for higher Z particles, we
hypothesize that knock —on electrons produced in either the 0.69 g cm-2
aluminum shell which encloses our experiment, or the counter gas itself,
are above threshold an appreciable fraction of the time.
Because we have four (three) independent measurements of the
y (x) position we can calculate X. and Xy (§2.2.1, Figure 2.3) according to
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Figure A.1
Histogram of y position as measured by MWPC Y2 for penetrating events.
A crude charge selection has been made based on signal D7.
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the straight—line fits to the x and y trajectories. Dirge X values indicate
knock —on electron contamination, small values indicate high quality
trajectory determination. Events for which Xy> 3 mm have been
re—analyzed under the assumption that one of the four y measurements
is significantly worse than the other three and is therefore not used.
Because of the relative geometry of X1, X3, and X4 (Figure 2.2c), Xz is
essentially an indication of the extent to which X3 and X4 are consistent,
and is not useful In determining whether or not X1 is 'bad". We are
therefore unable to eliminate events for which X1 is contaminated by
knock—ons.
To determine ,that the degraded X1 resolution of such events
might be, we have used the y trajectory data We show in Figure A.2 a
histogram of the quantity < y3> — y3 , that is, the deviation of the
measured y3 from that calculated according to the results of the
straight —line fit to the y trajectory (only events for which Y1,2,4 were not
contaminated are used in the fit; Y3 is always used). The central peak
corresponds to "good" Y3 events, but there is a broad background with
FWHM Pd 100 Lam, or v p 40 mm. Similar analyses of < y1 > — yi for i=1,2,4
indicate that the resolution of a coordinate contaminated by knock—on
electrons is a Fu 20 — 40 mm.
a^
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FiV re A.E
MWPC background as shown by a histogram of the quantity < y3 > —y3.
The vertical scale is logarithmic.
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,ltppendiz H
Multiple Coulomb Scattering in Thick Detectors
To derive a form for the mean square multiple Coulcmb scattering
angle when the detector thickness x is large enough so that the particle
velocity cb-nges significantly in traversing it, we begin with Equation 3.6
in differential form:
da,2 = k Z2 dx
M2 (y#2)2
where k is independent of velocity. With dx = dE dz and the fact that
scatterings in successive layers dx are independent processes so that the
variances can be integrated, we have
	
a 2	 E	 kZ2f dE
	
°	 Ef	 M2 2#4 dE
da
where E is the initial energy and E' the final energy. Since
2 d
dE (P,Z)P+ constant I! ,Z  the quantity a 2z is to a good approximationl^	 Z
independent of both P and Z, so we treat it as the constant #2dx (Q,1)
In addition. the particle momentum, p _ y # M mp c is related to the
energy by (pc)2 = E 2 + 2 M mp c2 E (mp is the proton rest mass). Thus
22	 E
2	 2 -1
	
a°	
k	
cdE ) f dE (E + 2 M mpc E) ,
dx (^.1)  
which integrates to
a2—	
kmpc2	 1n[ 2E +7],
	
°	
2]Mp2 dx (#.1)
	
(1+y)E'	 y+1
2since E _ (y-1) M mp c.
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Appendix C
Energy Vpectaa-Uwed in the Atmospheric Correction
Measurements by the Chicago group of the cosmic ray differential
energy spectra (Garcia-Munoz et at. 1977b) indicate that the relative
elemental abundances are, to a good approximation, independent of
energy, at least over the energy interval 200-700 MeV amu
-1 . We lave
approximated their measurement of the oxygen spectrum by
J(r) a k ( 
CO )a
	
(C.1),
where co = 300 MeV amu-1 , and a = 0.35 for c< ro, a = -0.77 for c> co,
Because the level of solar modulation appropriate to their
measurements was less than that for the HEIST flight (§4.4.2), we have
performed the following calculation which predicts the spectrum for
1978.
The first-crder effect of the expanding solar wind on the cosmic
rays is to reduce the value of their euergy per nucleon outside the solar
cavity to that at 1 AU by an amount 4 1 . if Jjs(r) is the differential energy
flux outside the solar cavity in local interstellar space, then the flux at
1 AU ('force-fleld" approximation, Fisk 1974) is J 1AL, ( r) = s(4,r) Jj3(c+O) ,
2 — 2
where s((P,r) = C +bt11) Mp z . Here MP = 938 MeV is the proton rest(c +O +M 02 - Mp
energy. If we assume that the local interstellar flux does not change
with time, then we can relate the fluxes at 1 AU, 1 J 1 AU and 2J 1 Au,
characterized by the levels of modulation 0 1 and 0 2 , respectively, by
1JIAU(r) =
	
	
S (4 l,r)	
2J) AU(r+0 1-•P2)s ( (P 2, r+ 't 1_02)
With 2J 1 AU equal to the measurement by Chicago given above,
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t  Fv 220 MeV amu-1 , and 01 ;v 300 MeV amu -1 , we find that 1 J1 AU can be
approximated by a form similar to Equation C.1, except that
to = 220 MeV amu-1 , and a = 0.57 for c < to, a = -0.48 for e > to. This,
then, is the form we use in making the atmospheric correction.
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